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DuraStat®
QUALITY

EFFICIENCY

ACCESS

Enables gold standard
treatment. Sutured repairs
are the best known way to
prevent persistent CSF leaks.

Consolidates steps and
automates suture passage
to increase reproducibility,
helping save time.

Enhanced visualization and
simplicity enables fast repairs
in tight, difficult locations.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES
Innovative design
streamlines an
otherwise challenging,
variable and time
consuming procedure.
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Eliminates Supination
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Simple, consistent needle passage
with the press of a button
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Combines the functionality
of a nerve hook and needle
driver into one while
maximizing visualization

Minimized Tissue
Disruption

Minimize additional exposure
needed to access tear.
Needle diameter matches
suture diameter to facilitate
watertight closure
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All-in-One
Functionality
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Recessed Needle

Blunt tip helps protect
nerves and tissues
during positioning
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How to Use DuraStat
1

POSITION

2

TENT & DEPLOY

3

REPEAT & KNOT

Designed for Difficult to Reach Tears
OPEN

MINI OPEN

MINIMALLY INVASIVE

Difficult to reach dural tears can occur in any posterior approach procedure, regardless of the planned
exposure. For example, far lateral tears and partially obstructed tears near the edge of the exposure.
DuraStat was designed to create enhanced access in all cases.
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DuraStat
The repair kit contains everything
required to create primary sutured
closures, including a knot pusher.
KIT CONTENTS

(2) DuraStat Devices
(1) 24” 5-0 PTFE Double-Armed Suture
(1) Knot Pusher

USABLE SHAFT
LENGTH / OFFSET

5” long, 1” bayonet offset

NEEDLES

Stainless Steel, round body,
taper point, ¼ circle, 6mm

KNOT PUSHER

Other Required Surgical Instruments
Required but not included in the DuraStat Kit:

FORCEPS

SCISSORS

Ordering Information
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PART NUMBER

CUSTOMER SERVICE

GZL-002

PHONE:

1 (800) 804-8018 |

EMAIL:

customerservice@durastat.com
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Handling DuraStat
STERILE TRAY
TIP

The devices are delivered
in a sterile tray for ease
of use and to avoid
suture tangling. Remove
the first DuraStat device
while keeping the tray
and second device in
close proximity.

The DuraStat devices are
connected by a 24” suture.
It is helpful if an assistant
to the surgeon holds the
tray while the first device is
being used.

ROTATION & GRIP
The handle may be
rotated as it relates to
the shaft to optimize the
angle of approach while
maintaining visualization.

TIP
Rotations should be made
with the device outside of
the exposure.

SUTURE POSITIONING GUIDE
TEAR LENGTH

SUTURE QTY

APPROXIMATE POSITION(S)

1-2mm

1

Place in the center of the tear

2-5mm

2

1/3 spacing

5-8mm+

3+

Place the center suture first
to help control the tear
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TECHNIQUE

DuraStat
1
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PRIME

Press down on the
plunger until it clicks
into place. This will
prime the blue button
on the handle for
needle deployment.
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POSITION

Using the blunt tip
of the device, locate
the desired position
to pass the needle
from inside to outside
the dura.
While in the desired
needle passage
position, sufficiently
tent tissue prior to
deployment to ensure
the needle passes
cleanly, avoiding
entrapment.
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MAINTAIN
TENT + DEPLOY

While maintaining
tenting pressure,
press the blue button
to deploy the needle.
The needle is ejected
from the device tip
along an upward
curve path. Carefully
remove the device
after the needle has
been deployed.
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TIP
Prime prior to inserting into
the exposure. The needle
will not deploy unless the
device is primed.

TIP
Avoid being too close to
the edge of the tear. Leave
approximately 1.5mm and
engage the instrument tip
firmly up into the tissue.

TIP
Rotate shaft relative to handle
to maintain visualization.

TRAJECTORY
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TECHNIQUE
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RETRIEVE NEEDLE

Using forceps or a pituitary,
collect the first needle from
within the exposure.
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REPEAT

Use the second device and
repeat steps 1-4 on the
opposite side of the tear.
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KNOT

The knot pusher included in
the DuraStat Kit may be used
to help place knots. Four knots
are recommended.

TIP
7

TRIM

Apply adequate tension to each
end of the suture while using the
knot pusher to advance the knot.

Use scissors to cut excess
suture, allowing approximately
¼ inch to remain.
Count and properly dispose
of needles.
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